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RECENT STORIES

We've all had 'em. Hair styles that were so gruesome
that we pray no one will ever unearth photos of them.

Dim lights, big city is
Foxtown club's theme

■

At the casinso

■

Cold hasn't chilled zoo's

■

What's going on

■

Make your plans

Kelley L. Carter's
weekend planner
■

"Bad Hair" by James Smith (Bloomsbury USA, $9.95)
is a collection of those photos. There are more than 100,
each more cringe-worthy than the last. There's no text -how could you justify these things?
It's in bookstores now.
FANTASY FOOTBALL

Vote for your champion
Today's your last chance to vote in the Tom Bowl fan
poll.
Never heard of the it? No wonder. It brags of being the
only major college bowl game not sanctioned by the
NCAA. In fact, it exists only as a Web site -www.tombowl.com. Named one of the Michigan's best
Web sites for 2002 by the Free Press, the Tom Bowl
takes its name from founder Thomas Cantrell, who
invites the nation's best football teams to compete in his
fantasy bowl every year.
For what it's worth, the poll -- which closes at 9 p.m.
today -- was topped by Michigan State University three
of the past four years.

ADVERTISEMENT

■

These old 'dos were all don'ts

ON THE TOWN
Today's events
News & reviews
Night clubs
Casino guide
Singles events
Reunions

Marketplace

fun

MUSIC
CD reviews

Help

New Homes
Find new communities
from top builders.
Existing Homes
Search thousands of real
estate listings.
Mortgage Rates
Find a mortgage lender
that's right for you.

Religious art comes to CPop
■
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Star brings shades of
emotion to Mr. Green
■
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Titanic exhibit highlights
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Titanic exhibit to hit
Detroit
■

Glimmers of beauty amid
the ruins
■

TERRY LAWSON: The
jury's still out, but play
shares verdict
■

Ballet is enchanting on
both pointes
■

The-out-of-towner:
Preparation key to long stay
■

'JEOPARDY' BIDS

Podiums for $2,000
Answer: Pieces of the set from what famed television
show are being auctioned on eBay?

'Carol' at 1515: More
Dickens, less fun
■

CALENDAR
Today's events

■

Question: What is "Jeopardy?"
Correct. But you have to get cracking -- the online
auction ends Monday evening.
The auction was made possible when, last month, the
show introduced a chic new set filled with panels of tile
and stone and what looks like burled wood. So now the
old contestant podiums are up for grabs, along with
various wood and glass panels and -- get this -- the
giant "Jeopardy wall" that provided a backdrop for host
Alex Trebek.
The proceeds from the auction will benefit World
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Vision and the Motion Picture & Television Fund.
To bid, go to pages.ebay.com/charity and click on the
"Jeopardy" link.
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Comments? Questions? You can reach us at The Freep
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